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ON THE UNISOLVENCE FOR THE QUASI-POLYNOMIAL
SPACES OF DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
SHUONAN WU AND LUDMIL T. ZIKATANOV
Abstract. We consider quasi-polynomial spaces of differential forms
defined as weighted (with a positive weight) spaces of differential forms
with polynomial coefficients. We show that the unisolvent set of func-
tionals for such spaces on a simplex in any spatial dimension is the
same as the set of such functionals used for the polynomial spaces. The
analysis in the quasi-polynomial spaces, however, is not standard and
requires a novel approach. We are able to prove our results without the
use of Stokes’ Theorem, which is the standard tool in showing the uni-
solvence of functionals in polynomial spaces of differential forms. These
new results provide tools for studying exponentially-fitted discretizations
stable for general convection-diffusion problems in Hilbert differential
complexes.
1. Introduction
The Finite Element (FE) Exterior Calculus (EC) [2, 1] is a powerful
technique that combines tools from differential geometry and finite ele-
ment analysis in constructing discretizations which inherit the natural struc-
ture of the underlying physical models. In our work, we consider general
convection-diffusion equations on Hilbert complexes, such as the ones in-
volving Hpgradq, Hpcurlq, and Hpdivq in 3D, describing diffusion (by Hodge
Laplacian) and corresponding transport driven by different velocity fields.
The design of stable discretizations for convection-diffusion problems,
even in the scalar case, is a challenging task as these are singularly per-
turbed differential equations with small, and even vanishing, diffusion (see,
e.g. [25] and the references therein for discussion on such topics). There is a
vast amount of literature on various techniques designed to take care of the
numerical instabilities associated with this type of equations. We refer the
reader to recent and classical works on the subject focused on some of these
techniques: mixed FE methods [11, 8, 19, 7, 10]; discontinuous Galerkin
methods [12, 15, 17, 20]; discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin methods [5, 14, 13].
Our results show unisolvence for the quasi-polynomial (weighted) spaces
used in simplex-averaged finite element (SAFE) discretization [27] for convection-
diffusion equations in Hilbert complexes. Such exponentially fitted finite
element schemes have been used with success for scalar convection-diffusion
equations, i.e., in our terminology for convection-diffusion problems inHpgradq.
A rough explanation of the ideas behind SAFE discretizations could be as
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follows: (1) define a variable representing the flux, as in mixed methods,
and use a variable change to symmetrize the equation; (2) discretize the
differential operator using discretization for the flux and the primal vari-
able; (3) eliminate the flux (locally) and change the variables to obtain a
discretization of the original problem. Such a path for the derivation of dis-
crete problems is seen in the pioneering work on discretizing drift-diffusion
models in 1D [26] and later in FE and finite volume schemes in higher spatial
dimensions [3, 28, 21]. Recently, a more general FEEC approach has brought
mechanisms that can utilize higher degree polynomials and can work in any
spatial dimension. In addition to the SAFE discretizations [27], the FEEC
approach was an important tool in designing exponentially fitted space-time
discretizations in [4].
In this work we consider one of the key ingredients needed in steps (2)
and (3) above, namely, determining a set of unisolvent functionals for the
numerical flux. A typical situation in the discretizations discussed above is
the following: Given a polynomial vector space P, on an n-dimensional sim-
plex T , we discretize the flux using a quasi-polynomial space of differential
forms,
ePΛkpT q :“ tepxqω | ω P PΛkpT qu,
where PΛkpT q denotes the space of k-forms in Rn with coefficients from
P. For example, for a convection-diffusion equation in Hpgradq in 3D the
degrees of freedom (unisolvence functionals) which uniquely determine an
element p P P, are the moments of p on edges of T , faces of T and T it-
self. The classical works [6, 18, 1, 2] usually use the Stokes’ Theorem, when
verifying the unisolvence of such functionals for P, and the arguments in-
volve differentiation of p. For quasi-polynomial spaces, with a non-constant
weight epxq, such differentiation results in terms that have both derivatives
of p and derivatives of e. The standard arguments are, therefore, not ap-
plicable except in some special cases, such as the lowest order first kind of
Ne´de´lec-Raviart-Thomas elements. Our analysis here circumvents the use
of Stokes’ Theorem, and we are able to show that the unisolvence func-
tionals for P are also unisolvence functionals for eP for differential forms
of all orders k, in any spatial dimension n, and all polynomial spaces of
the first and second kind (Ne´de´lec–Raviart–Thomas [24, 23, 22], Ne´de´lec–
Brezzi–Douglas–Marini [23, 22, 9] spaces).
The landscape of the paper can be mapped as follows: Preliminaries
and FEEC notation is introduced in Section 2. The unisolvence sets of
functionals for the first kind (Ne´de´lec–Raviart–Thomas) and second kind
(Ne´de´lec–Brezzi–Douglas–Marini) are discussed in Section 3 and Section 4,
respectively. Examples for constructing discretizations of the flux are then
given in Section 5, and numerical tests are shown in Section 6.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present some preliminary results which will be used in
the following sections. We begin by a simple result, frequently used in the
analysis.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be an open domain and f : D¯ Ñ R be a Riemann
integrable function. If f |D¯ ě 0 (or f |D¯ ď 0), then
ş
D
fpxq “ 0 implies that
f |D¯ “ 0 almost everywhere.
We denote the spaces of polynomials in n variables of degree at most r and
of homogeneous polynomial functions of degree r by PrpR
nq and HrpR
nq,
respectively. We will abbreviate them to Pr andHr at times. Next, following
[1], we present some basic notation commonly used in FEEC when working
with polynomial differential forms.
2.1. Simplices and barycentric coordinates. Let Σpk, nq denote the set
of increasing maps t1, . . . , ku Ñ t1, . . . , nu, for 1 ď k ď n. ρ˚ P Σpn ´ k, nq
is the complementary map of ρ P Σpk, nq with k ă n. For any ρ P Σpk, nq,
denote p0, ρq : t0, 1, . . . , ku Ñ t0, 1, . . . nu by p0, ρqp0q “ 0. Similarly, let
Σ0pk, nq denote the set of increasing maps t0, . . . , ku Ñ t0, . . . , nu for 0 ď
k ď n. The map complementary to ρ P Σ0pk, nq, denoted by ρ
˚, satisfies
ρ˚ P Σ0pn ´ k ´ 1, nq such that Rpρq Y Rpρ
˚q “ t0, . . . , nu. Here, Rpρq
represents the range of ρ in ascending order, which is also denoted by ρ if
there is no ambiguity. In addition, |ρ| denotes the cardinality of Rpρq.
Let T :“ rx0, x1, . . . , xns be an n-simplex with the vertices xi. For each
ρ P Σ0pk, nq, the set fρ :“ rxρp0q, . . . , xρpkqs is a subsimplex of dimension k.
For k ă n, fρ˚ is the pn ´ k ´ 1q-dimensional subsimplex of T opposite to
the k-subsimplex fρ. The set of subsimplices of dimension k of T is denoted
by ∆kpT q, and the set of all subsimplices of T is denoted by ∆pT q.
We denote by λ0, . . . , λn the barycentric coordinates satisfying λipxjq “
δij . Clearly, λi form a basis of P1pR
nq and satisfy
ř
i λi “ 1. For a sub-
simplex f “ fρ with ρ P Σ0pk, nq, there is an isomorphism between Prpfq of
polynomial functions on f and the space HrpR
k`1q. That is, each p P Prpfq
can be expressed as
ppxq “ q
`
λρp0qpxq, . . . , λρpkqpxq
˘
x P f,
for a unique q P HrpR
k`1q. The extension, denoted by Ef,T ppq, is defined
by extending the right-hand side for x P Rn. It is readily seen that the
extension Ef,T ppq is an injective mapping from Prpfq to PrpR
nq.
Since the vectors ti :“ xi ´ x0 pi “ 1, . . . , nq form a basis for R
n, the
dual basis functions dλi pi “ 1, . . . , nq form a basis for Alt
1
R
n. For any face
fρ, the restrictions of dλρp1q, . . . ,dλρpkq to the tangent space V of fρ at any
point of fρ give a basis for Alt
1V .
The algebraic k-forms pdλqρ :“ dλρp1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq, ρ P Σpk, nq, form a
basis for Altk. Hence, a differential k-form ω can be uniquely written in the
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form
ω “
ÿ
σpk,nq
aσpdλqσ.
By definition of wedge product, we have dλ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλnpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq “ 1,
which implies that
(2.1) dλ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλn “
1
n!|T |
volT ,
where volT denotes the volume form in Λ
npT q.
2.2. Whitney forms. For any ρ P Σ0pk, nq and f :“ fρ P ∆kpT q, an
associated differential k-form (called Whitney form) is given by
(2.2) φρ :“
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiλρpiqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq,
where the inverted hat represents a suppressed argument. As shown below,
the Whitney form gives an explicit formulation of the basis of P´1 Λ
kpT q.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 4.1 in [1]). The Whitney k-forms φρ corresponding
to fρ P ∆kpT q form a basis for P
´
1 Λ
kpT q.
3. Unisolvence for quasi-polynomial spaces of first kind
In this section we consider the first type quasi-polynomial
(3.1) eP´r Λ
kpT q :“ tepxqω | ω P P´r Λ
kpT qu,
Here, epxq ą 0 is a general positive weight on T¯ .
3.1. Geometrical decomposition of the first kind polynomial spaces.
We now introduce the geometrical decomposition of P´r Λ
kpT q˚ and P´r Λ
kpT q.
The degrees of freedom of P´r Λ
kpT q as given in [1, Section 4.6] are
(3.2)
ż
f
Trf ω ^ η, η P Pr`k´dim f´1Λ
dim f´kpfq, f P ∆pT q.
The proof (see, e.g. [1]) that these functionals form a unisolvent set uses
induction argument and the Stokes’ Theorem, and the arguments do not
carry over to quasi-polynomial spaces. An attempt to prove the result for
quasi-polynomial spaces (3.1), however, reveals that the characterization
of the trace free part of the P´r Λ
kpT q plays a crucial role in showing the
unisolvence. Such a characterization is given in the theorem below.
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 4.16 in [1]). For 1 ď k ď n, r ě n ` 1 ´ k, the
map
(3.3)
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
aρpdλqρ˚ ÞÑ
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
aρλρ˚φp0,ρq,
where the aρ P Pr`k´n´1pT q, defines an isomorphism of Pr`k´n´1Λ
n´kpT q
onto P˚´r Λ
kpT q. Here, λρ˚ :“
śn´k
i“1 λρ˚piq.
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Next, we use this Theorem to show that the unisolvence functionals for
the polynomial space also work for the quasi-polynomials.
3.2. Polynomials of first kind with vanishing traces. The main result
in this section is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let ω P P˚´r Λ
kpT q. Suppose that
(3.4)
ż
epxqω ^ η “ 0, η P Pr´n`k´1Λ
n´kpT q.
Then ω “ 0.
Postponing the proof of this lemma for later, we note that its implications
show the desired unisolvence results. Indeed, by induction argument (from
low dimension sub-simplices to high dimension sub-simplices), it can be
easily shown that the functionals given in (3.2) also give degrees of freedom
for eP´r Λ
kpT q, and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let 0 ď k ď n, r ě 1. Suppose that ω P P´r Λ
kpT q satisfiesż
f
Trf pepxqωq ^ η “ 0, η P Pr`k´dimf´1Λ
dimf´kpfq, f P ∆pT q.
Then ω “ 0.
Proof. For any f P ∆kpT q, the trace of ω P P
´
r Λ
kpT q on Bf vanishes, as it
is a k-form on a manifold of dimension k ´ 1. Noting that Trf pepxqωq “
epxqTrfω, applying T “ f in Lemma 3.2, we have Trfω “ 0. Next, for any
f P ∆k`1pT q,ż
f
Trf pepxqωq ^ η “ 0, η P Pr´2Λ
1pfq, f P ∆k`1pT q,
which implies that Trfω “ 0 by applying Lemma 3.2 again. The proof is
completed by an induction argument. 
Before we proceed the proof of Lemma 3.2 for general case, we first give
some examples to fix the ideas as abstractions can often be difficult to grasp.
Noting that cases for k-forms in which k “ 0 or k “ n are trivial.
Proof of Lemma 3.2 for 1-forms in 2D. In this case, there are two maps in
Σp1, 2q, namely
ρ1p1q “ 1, ρ2p1q “ 2.
In light of (3.3), ω can be uniquely written as
ω “ a1λ2φp0,ρ1q ` a2λ1φp0,ρ2q
“ a1λ2pλ0dλ1 ´ λ1dλ0q ` a2λ1pλ0dλ2 ´ λ2dλ0q,
where ai P Pr´2pT q, i “ 1, 2. We choose a special test form η defined as
η “ a1dλ2 ´ a2dλ1 P Pr´2Λ
1pT q.
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We note here that the sign of a2 is in accordance with the isomorphism
defined in (3.3). Using that λ0 ` λ1 ` λ2 “ 1, dλ0 “ ´dλ1 ´ dλ2, and
collecting the coefficients of ω ^ η then shows that
0 “
ż
epxqω ^ η
“
ż
epxqra1, a2s
„
λ2pλ0 ` λ1q λ1λ2
λ1λ2 λ1pλ0 ` λ2q
„
a1
a2

dλ1 ^ dλ2.
On the other hand the polynomial function under the integral is non-negative
as seen below,
ra1, a2s
„
λ2pλ0 ` λ1q λ1λ2
λ1λ2 λ1pλ0 ` λ2q
 „
a1
a2

“λ0pa
2
1λ1 ` a
2
2λ2q ` λ1λ2pa1 ` a2q
2 ě 0.
Finally, using that the weight is positive, i.e., epxq ą 0 together with Lemma
2.1, shows that a1 “ a2 “ 0 and therefore proves Lemma 3.2 for n “ 2 and
k “ 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2 for 1-forms and any spatial dimension n. Consider the
general case ω P P˚´r Λ
1pT q. In a similar way, there are n maps in Σp1, nq,
denoted by tρiu
n
i“1, where ρip1q “ i. Hence, ω can be uniquely written as
ω “
nÿ
i“1
ai
˜
nź
j“1,j‰i
λj
¸
φp0,ρiq “
nÿ
i“1
ai
˜
nź
j“1,j‰i
λj
¸
pλ0dλi ´ λidλ0q,
where ai P Pr´npT q. Taking a special test pn´ 1q-form as
η “
nÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1aipdλqρ˚i
“
nÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1aidλ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^}dλi ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλn,
which gives
ω ^ η “ aTMa
volT
n!|T |
, where a “ ra1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ans
T ,
and M “ pmijq with
(3.5) mij “
$’’’’&’’’’%
pλ0 ` λiq
nź
l“1,l‰i
λl i “ j,
nź
l“1
λl i ‰ j.
If we now denote bi “
śn
l“0,l‰i λl, i “ 0, . . . , n, we have
M “ diagpb1, . . . , bnq ` b011
T , 1 “ p1, . . . , 1qT ,
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or
(3.6) aTMa “
˜
nÿ
i“1
a2i bi
¸
` b0
˜
nÿ
i“1
ai
¸2
.
Since bi ą 0, i “ 0, . . . , n for x in the interior of T , this shows Lemma 3.2
for k “ 1 and any spatial dimension n. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2 for pn´ 1q-forms in any spatial dimension n. Consider
the case in which ω P P˚´r Λ
n´1pT q. Again, there are n maps in Σpn´ 1, nq,
whose complements we denote by ρ˚i with ρ
˚
i p1q “ i. Next, we rewrite ω as
ω “
nÿ
i“1
a˚i λiφp0,ρiq,
where a˚i P Pr´2pT q. Choose a special test function
η “
nÿ
i“1
p´1qn`ia˚i dλi.
Then, we have ω ^ η “ pa˚qTMa˚ volT
n!|T | , where a
˚ “ ra˚1 , . . . , a
˚
ns
T and
M “ pmijq with
mij “
#
λip1´ λiq i “ j,
p´1qi`j`1λiλj i ‰ j.
We then have
(3.7) pa˚qTMa˚ “ λ0
nÿ
i“1
pa˚i q
2λi `
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
λiλj
`
p´1qia˚i ´ p´1q
ja˚j
˘2
ě 0.
Therefore, we see that Lemma 3.2 holds for any n with k “ pn´ 1q. 
3.3. Summary (spacial cases of Lemma 3.2). Let us summarize what
we have shown so far: Lemma 3.2 holds for any k-form for k “ 0, 1, n´ 1, n.
As a consequence, for spatial dimensions n ď 3, we have proved Lemma 3.2
in all the possible cases.
To generalize the ideas for other values of n and k, we proceed as in the
special cases considered above. For a given ω P P˚´r Λ
kpT q, we find a special
test form η P Pr´n`k´1Λ
n´kpT q so that ω ^ η does not change sign on T¯ .
This gives us a “mass” matrix M which corresponds to the Whitney form
bases in P˚´r Λ
kpT q and Pr´n`k´1Λ
n´kpT q.
We now follow this plan and generalize the unisolvence result to discrete
differential forms of arbitrary order in any spatial dimension and any quasi-
polynomial Hilbert complex of first kind.
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3.4. Calculating the “mass” matrix. Let us fix the spatial dimension n
and recall that
1
n!|T |
volT “ dλ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλn.
We now define σpρq as the number of inversions of the array corresponding
to RpρqRpρ˚q. For instance, when ρ P Σp2, 5q such that Rpρq “ t3, 5u, then
RpρqRpρ˚q associates with the array 3, 5, 1, 2, 4 and hence σpρq “ 5. It is
easy to show that σpρ˚q “ kpn ´ kq ´ σpρq for any ρ P Σpk, nq.
We first give the following result relating the maps p0, ρq, ρ˚ and the
Whitney forms.
Lemma 3.4. For any ρ P Σpk, nq,
(3.8) φp0,ρq ^ pdλqρ˚ “ p´1q
σpρq
˜
λ0 `
kÿ
i“1
λρpiq
¸
volT
n!|T |
.
Proof. We use the definition of the Whitney form (2.2), to obtain that
(3.9) φp0,ρq “ λ0pdλqρ `
kÿ
i“1
p´1qiλρpiqdλ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq.
Note that for any 1 ď i ď k,
p´1qiλρpiqdλ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq ^ pdλqρ˚
“ p´1qi´1λρpiqdλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq ^ pdλqρ˚
“ λρpiqpdλqρ ^ pdλqρ˚ “ p´1q
σpρqλρpiq
volT
n!|T |
.
The result follows by summing up the identities above. 
Lemma 3.5. For ρ, rρ P Σpk, nq and ρ ‰ rρ, it holds that
(3.10)
φp0,ρq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“
$&% p´1qσprρq`s`tλρXrρ˚
volT
n!|T |
if ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Since |ρ| “ |rρ| “ k, ρ ‰ rρ, we easily see that |ρX rρ˚| ě 1. Moreover,
if |ρX rρ˚| ě 2, we deduce φp0,ρq ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ 0 from equation (3.9).
For the case in which |ρ X rρ˚| “ 1, we see that |ρ˚ X rρ| “ 1. Notice that
ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu and ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu, then
φp0,ρq ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ p´1qsλρXrρ˚dλ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qs´1λρXrρ˚dλρ˚Xrρ ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qs´1λρXrρ˚dλrρptq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpkq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qs`tλρXrρ˚pdλqrρ ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qσprρq`s`tλρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
.
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This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.6. For any ρ, rρ P Σpk, nq, it holds that
(3.11) λρ˚φp0,ρq ^ p´1q
σprρqpdλqrρ˚ “ λrρ˚φp0,rρq ^ p´1qσpρqpdλqρ˚ .
Proof. We verify the statement case by case:
‚ ρ “ rρ: obvious.
‚ |ρ X rρ˚| ě 2: both left hand side (LHS) and right hand side (RHS)
are zero.
‚ |ρX rρ˚| “ 1: Recall that ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu, by (3.10),
LHS “ p´1qs`tλρ˚λρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
“ p´1qs`tλρ˚Yrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
“ RHS.
This completes the proof. 
3.5. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let us consider a differential form ω P P˚´r Λ
kpT q.
By Theorem 3.1, we can write ω as
ω “
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
aρλρ˚φp0,ρq,
where aρ P Pr`k´n´1pT q. We take a special test form η in (3.4) as
η “
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
aρp´1q
σpρqpdλqρ˚ P Pr`k´n´1Λ
n´kpT q.
By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we have
(3.12) ω ^ η “
ÿ
ρ,rρPΣpk,nq aρarρmρrρ
volT
n!|T |
,
where M “ pmρrρq is symmetric (by Corollary 3.6) and
(3.13) mρrρ “
$’’’’&’’’’%
λρ˚pλ0 `
kÿ
i“1
λρpiqq if ρ “ rρ,
p´1qs`tλρ˚Yrρ˚ if ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu,
0 otherwise.
Recall that the exterior algebra AltkRn has as a basis µ1ρ :“ µ
1
ρp1q^µ
1
ρp2q^
¨ ¨ ¨ ^ µ1
ρpkq for ρ P Σpk, nq, where µi is the orthogonal basis of R
n. Further,
the inner product on AltkRn is defined as (c.f. [1, pp. 11])
(3.14) xω, ηyAltkRn “
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
ωpµρp1q, . . . , µρpkqqηpµρp1q, . . . , µρpkqq.
We have the following result which generalizes (3.6) and (3.7) for arbitrary
n and k.
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Lemma 3.7. Let mρrρ be given in (3.13). Then,
(3.15)
ÿ
ρ,rρPΣpk,nq aρarρmρrρ “ λ0
¨˝ ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
a2ρλρ˚
‚˛` xθ, θyAltn´k`1Rn ,
where
θ “
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
p´1qσpρqaρ
kÿ
i“1
b
λρ˚λρpiqµ
1
ρ˚ ^ µ
1
ρpiq.
Proof. We write
xθ, θyAltk`1Rn
“
A ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
p´1qσpρqaρ
kÿ
i“1
b
λρ˚λρpiqµ
1
ρ˚ ^ µ
1
ρpiq,
ÿ
rρPΣpk,nqp´1q
σprρqarρ
kÿ
j“1
b
λrρ˚λrρpjqµ1rρ˚ ^ µ1rρpjq
E
Altn´k`1Rn
.
Next, we verify (3.15) for each component:
‚ ρ “ rρ, the coefficient of a2ρ isA kÿ
i“1
b
λρ˚λρpiqµ
1
ρ˚ ^ µ
1
ρpiq,
kÿ
j“1
b
λρ˚λρpjqµ
1
ρ˚ ^ µ
1
ρpjq
E
Altn´k`1Rn
“ λρ˚
kÿ
i“1
λρpiq.
‚ |ρX rρ˚| ě 2: the coefficient of aρarρ is obviously zero.
‚ |ρX rρ˚| “ 1: Recalling that ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu, we find
the coefficient of 2aρarρ as
p´1qσpρq`σprρqA kÿ
i“1
b
λρ˚λρpiqµ
1
ρ˚ ^ µ
1
ρpiq,
kÿ
j“1
b
λrρ˚λrρpjqµ1rρ˚ ^ µ1rρpjq
E
Altn´k`1Rn
“ λρ˚Yrρ˚p´1qσpρq`σprρqxµ1ρpsq ^ µ1ρ˚ , µ1rρptq ^ µ1rρ˚yAltn´k`1Rn “ p´1qs`tλρ˚Yrρ˚ .
Here, in the last step, we have used
ρ, ρ˚ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ρpsq ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ rρptq ¨ ¨ ¨rρ, rρ˚ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ rρptq ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ ρpsq ¨ ¨ ¨
where ¨ ¨ ¨ represent the common indices, which contribute equally
in counting both σpρq and σprρq.
Combining the three cases above and using (3.13), we obtain (3.15). 
The main result in this section is shown next.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. From (3.12) and (3.15), it is obvious that the coeffi-
cient function of volT for ω ^ η does not change sign in T¯ , as λi ě 0. By
Lemma 2.1 and equation (3.15), we have
λ0
ÿ
ρPΣpk,nq
a2ρλρ˚ ” 0.
In the interior of T , we have λi ą 0, i “ 0, . . . , n, which implies that aρ “
0. 
4. Unisolvence for the quasi-polynomial spaces of second kind
We now prove the unisolvence of the degrees of freedom for quasi-polynomials
derived from polynomial Hilbert complexes of second kind which are defined
as
(4.1) ePrΛ
kpT q :“ tepxqω | ω P PrΛ
kpT qu.
4.1. Geometrical decomposition of the polynomial spaces of second
kind. We now consider the geometrical decomposition of the polynomial
spaces associated with the Hilbert complexes of second kind: PrΛ
kpT q˚ and
PrΛ
kpT q. We point out that there is a little (if any) analogy in the proofs
for these spaces.
Following [1, Section 4.5], the degrees of freedom for PrΛ
kpT q are
(4.2)
ż
f
Trf ω ^ η, η P P
´
r`k´dim fΛ
dim f´kpfq, f P ∆pT q.
Further, the characterization of the trace free part of the PrΛ
kpT q is stated
below.
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 4.22 in [1]). For 1 ď k ď n, r ě n ` 1 ´ k, the
map
(4.3)
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
aρφρ ÞÑ
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
aρλρpdλqρ˚ ,
where the aρ “ aρpλρp0q, λρp0q`1, . . . , λnq P Pr`k´n´1pT q, defines an isomor-
phism of P´r`k´nΛ
n´kpT q onto P˚rΛ
kpT q.
4.2. Polynomials of second kind with vanishing trace. We now state
the main result of this section showing unisolvence of the functionals used
for degrees of freedom (4.2).
Lemma 4.2. Let ω P P˚rΛ
kpT q. Suppose that
(4.4)
ż
epxqω ^ η “ 0, η P P´r´n`kΛ
n´kpT q.
Then ω “ 0.
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Similar to Theorem 3.3, the induction argument (from sub-simplices of
lower dimension a sub-simplex of higher dimension) shows that the degrees
of freedom in (4.2) are a unisolvent set for eP´r Λ
kpT q, which is stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let 0 ď k ď n, r ě 1. Suppose that ω P PrΛ
kpT q satisfiesż
f
Trf pepxqωq ^ η “ 0, η P P
´
r`k´dimfΛ
dimf´kpfq, f P ∆pT q.
Then ω “ 0.
We will give the proof of Lemma 4.2 in the rest of this section.
4.3. Calculating the “mass” matrix for the polynomial spaces of
the second kind. We begin by showing several results that lead to com-
putable form of the mass matrix. The first result is on the Whitney forms
depending on general mappings ρ P Σ0pn ´ k, nq, meaning that ρp0q is not
necessarily 0.
Lemma 4.4. For any ρ P Σ0pn´ k, nq, it holds that
(4.5) φρ ^ pdλqρ˚ “ p´1q
σpρq
˜
n´kÿ
i“0
λρpiq
¸
volT
n!|T |
.
Proof. For the case in which ρp0q “ 0, (4.5) is implied by (3.8). Next, we
consider the case in which ρp0q ą 0, namely ρ˚p0q “ 0.
φρ ^ pdλqρ˚ “
˜
n´kÿ
i“0
p´1qiλρpiqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kq
¸
^ pdλqρ˚
“
n´kÿ
i“0
p´1qi`1λρpiqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kq
^ dλρpiq ^ dλρ˚p1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρ˚pk´1q
“ p´1qn´k`1
n´kÿ
i“0
λρpiqpdλqρ ^ dλρ˚p1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρ˚pk´1q
“ p´1qσpρq
˜
n´kÿ
i“0
λρpiq
¸
volT
n!|T |
.
This completes the proof of the representation in (4.5). 
The relation we show next is a key in computing the entries of the mass
matrix. Note that Lemma 4.5 below has the same formulation as Lemma 3.5.
However, the different polynomial spaces require different proofs.
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Lemma 4.5. For ρ, rρ P Σ0pn´ k, nq and ρ ‰ rρ, it holds that
(4.6)
φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚
“
$&% p´1qσprρq`s`tλρXrρ˚
volT
n!|T |
if ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu,
0 otherwise.
Proof. We consider four possible cases which depend on whether ρp0q “ 0
or rρp0q “ 0.
Case 1: ρp0q ą 0, rρp0q “ 0. If |ρX rρ˚| ě 2, from the definition of Whitney
form (2.2), we easily see that φρ^pdλqrρ˚ “ 0. The left case is ρXrρ˚ “ tρpsqu
(in this case ρ˚ X rρ “ t0u “ trρp0qu, namely t “ 0). Then,
φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ p´1qsλρpsqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qsλρpsqpdλqrρzt0u ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qσprρq`s`0λρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
.
Case 2: ρp0q ą 0, rρp0q ą 0. If |ρX rρ˚| ě 2, then φρ^pdλqrρ˚ “ 0 since there
only has one dλ0 in pdλqrρ˚ . The left case is ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚X rρ “ trρptqu.
Then,
φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qsλρpsqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kq ^ pdλqrρ˚
“ p´1qsλρpsqdλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kq
^ p´dλrρptqq ^ dλrρ˚p1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλrρ˚pk´1q
“ p´1qs`n´k`1λρXrρ˚dλrρptq ^ dλρp0q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨­dλρpsq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλρpn´kqpdλqrρ˚zt0u
“ p´1qs`t`n´k`1λρXrρ˚pdλqrρ ^ pdλqrρ˚zt0u
“ p´1qσprρq`s`tλρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
.
Case 3: ρp0q “ 0, rρp0q “ 0. This case is implied by Lemma 3.5 by consid-
ering ρÐ ρzt0u and rρÐ rρzt0u.
Case 4: ρp0q “ 0, rρp0q ą 0. In this case, we have rρ˚p0q “ 0. Note that
dλ0 ^ dλ0 “ 0, we have
φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ λ0pdλqρzt0u ^ pdλqrρ˚ .
If |ρX rρ˚| ě 2 (or |pρzt0uq X rρ˚| ě 1), we have φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ 0. Therefore,
there is only one case in which φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚ is nonzero: ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu and
ρX rρ˚ “ t0u “ tρp0qu, which gives
φρ ^ pdλqrρ˚ “ λ0pdλqρzt0u ^ p´dλqrρptq ^ dλrρ˚p1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dλrρ˚pk´1q
“ p´1qn´k`1λ0dλrρptq ^ pdλqρzt0u ^ pdλqrρ˚zt0u
“ p´1qσprρq`0`tλρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
.
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The relation (4.6) follows as these case cover all possible choices of ρ andrρ. 
Similarly to the Corollary 3.6 in the section for the polynomials of first
kind, we have the following result.
Corollary 4.6. For any ρ, rρ P Σ0pn´ k, nq, it holds that
p´1qσpρqφρ ^ λrρpdλqrρ˚ “ p´1qσprρqφrρ ^ λρpdλqρ˚ .
Proof. We only prove the case in which ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu and ρ˚X rρ “ trρptqu,
as the other cases are trivial. By Lemma 4.5,
LHS “ p´1qσpρqλrρp´1qσprρq`s`tλρXrρ˚ volT
n!|T |
“ p´1qσpρq`σprρq`s`tλρYrρ volT
n!|T |
“ RHS.
This completes the proof. 
4.4. Proof of Lemma 4.2. We now consider a polynomial k-form ω P
P˚rΛ
kpT q. Theorem 4.1 implies that this form can be uniquely represented
as
ω “
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
aρλρpdλqρ˚ ,
where aρ “ aρpλρp0q, λρp0q`1, . . . , λnq P Pr`k´n´1pT q. As we have done ear-
lier, we pick a special test form η in (4.4) defined by
η “ p´1qkpn´kq
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
p´1qσpρqaρφρ.
Then, Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, imply that
(4.7) ω ^ η “
ÿ
ρ,rρPΣ0pn´k,nq aρarρmρrρ
volT
n!|T |
.
where M “ pmρrρq. Now, Corollary 4.6 implies that M is symmetric and,
moreover, we have that
(4.8) mρrρ “
$’’’’&’’’’%
λρp
n´kÿ
i“0
λρpiqq if ρ “ rρ,
p´1qσpρq`σprρq`s`tλρYrρ if ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu, ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu,
0 otherwise.
To prove the next result we need the canonical Euclidean basis Rn`1
which we denote by µ0, . . . , µn.
Lemma 4.7. Let mρrρ be given in (4.8). It holds that
(4.9)
ÿ
ρ,rρPΣ0pn´k,nq aρarρmρrρ “ xθ, θyAltk`1Rn`1 ,
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where
θ “
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
aρ
n´kÿ
i“0
b
λρλρpiqµ
1
ρpiq ^ µ
1
ρ˚ .
Proof. It is straightforward to show that the coefficient of a2ρ of the right
hand side of (4.9) is mρρ. If ρX rρ˚ “ tρpsqu and ρ˚ X rρ “ trρptqu, thenA
aρ
n´kÿ
i“0
b
λρλρpiqµ
1
ρpiq ^ µ
1
ρ˚ , arρ
n´kÿ
j“0
b
λrρλrρpjqµ1rρpjq ^ µ1rρ˚
E
“ aρarρAbλρλρpsqµ1ρpsq ^ µ1ρ˚ ,bλrρλrρptqµ1rρptq ^ µ1rρ˚E
“ aρarρλρYrρAµ1ρpsq ^ µ1ρ˚ , µ1rρptq ^ µ1rρ˚E
“ p´1qσpρq`σprρq`s`tλρYrρ˚ .
Both left and right hand sides of (4.9) obviously vanish when |ρXrρ˚| ě 2. 
We are ready to show the main result of this section.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From (4.7) and (4.9), it is obvious that the coefficients
in front of volT in the product ω ^ η do not change sign in T¯ , as λi|T¯ ě 0.
By Lemma 2.1, we have that θ ” 0. This shows that
(4.10)
ÿ
ρPΣ0pn´k,nq
aρ
n´kÿ
i“0
b
λρλρpiqµ
1
ρpiq ^ µ
1
ρ˚ ” 0,
where aρ “ aρpλρp0q, λρp0q`1, . . . , λnq P Pr`k´n´1pT q. Next, we show that
aρ ” 0 by (4.10) and an induction argument on ρp0q (the minimal index of
ρ).
Step 1. We first assume that ρp0q “ k, namely Rpρq “ tk, k ` 1, . . . nu.
Collecting the coefficients in front of µ1
ρ˚Ytku (namely µ
1
0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ µ
1
k) in
(4.10), we have
p´1qkaρ
a
λρλk `
k´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qiaρYtiuztku
b
λρYtiuztkuλi ” 0.
Restricting the above identity on the simplex fρ, and recalling that λi|fρ “
0, 0 ď i ď pk ´ 1q, then it shows that aρ|fρ ” 0. Notice that
aρ “ aρpλρp0q, λρp0q`1, . . . , λnq “ aρpλk, . . . , λnq.
We conclude that aρ “ 0 because the extension Efρ,T is injective.
Step 2. Assume that aρ “ 0 for ℓ ă ρp0q ď k. Then, for any ρ P Σ0pn´k, nq
with ρp0q “ ℓ, we collect the coefficients of µ1
ρ˚Ytℓu in (4.10), which gives
˘aρ
a
λρλℓ `
ÿ
rρp0qăℓ˘arρ
b
λrρλrρXρ˚ ` ÿrρp0qąℓ˘arρ
b
λrρλrρXρ˚ “ 0.
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Restricting the above equality on f :“ rxℓ, xℓ`1, . . . , xns. Notice that forrρp0q ă ℓ, we have λrρ|f “ 0; while for rρp0q ą ℓ, we have arρ “ 0 by the
inductive assumption. Hence, aρ|f “ 0, which gives aρ “ 0 due to the fact
that aρ “ aρpλℓ, λℓ`1, . . . , λnq.
Combining the results from Step 1 and Step 2 complete the proof of the
lemma. 
5. An application: exponential fitting for general
convection-diffusion problems
In this section we give a derivation of the simplex-averaged finite ele-
ment (SAFE) scheme of arbitrary order for the general convection-diffusion
problems.
5.1. General convection-diffusion problems. Let βpxq be a given vec-
tor field and consider the general convection-diffusion problem in the follow-
ing form:
(5.1)
$&%
Lu :“ d˚pαdu` i˚βuq ` γu “ f in Ω,
Tru “ 0 on Γ0 Ă BΩ,
Trr‹pαdu` i˚βuqs “ g on ΓN “ BΩzΓ0.
We assume that α, β and γ are piecewise smooth functions on Ω¯ and αpxq ě
α0 ą 0, γpxq ě 0. Here, d, d
˚, iβ, i
˚
β, ‹, Tr denote the coderivative,
contraction, dual of contraction, Hodge star, and trace operator, respectively
(cf. [1]).
k du d˚u iβu i
˚
βu Tr
0 gradu (or ∇u) ´ div u (or ´∇ ¨ u) βu u
1 curlu (or ∇ˆ u) curlu (or ∇ˆ u) β ¨ u βˆu νˆu
2 div u (or ∇ ¨ u) ´ gradu (or ´∇u) ´βˆu β ¨ u u ¨ ν
3 βu
Table 1. Translation table in 3D.
We note the identification between differential forms and vector proxies
in R3, outlined in Table 1. The specific examples corresponding to Table 1
are listed as follows.
(1) For k “ 0, we have the Hpgradq convection-diffusion problem:
(5.2)
$&% ´∇ ¨ pα∇u` βuq ` γu “ f in Ω,u “ 0 on Γ0 Ă BΩ,
pα∇u` βuq ¨ ν “ g on ΓN “ BΩzΓ0.
(2) For k “ 1, we have the Hpcurlq convection-diffusion problem:
(5.3)
$&% ∇ˆ pα∇ˆ u` β ˆ uq ` γu “ f in Ω,ν ˆ u “ 0 on Γ0 Ă BΩ,
ν ˆ pα∇ˆ u` β ˆ uq “ g on ΓN “ BΩzΓ0.
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(3) For k “ 2, we have the Hpdivq convection-diffusion problem:
(5.4)
$&% ´∇pα∇ ¨ u` β ¨ uq ` γu “ f in Ω,u ¨ ν “ 0 on Γ0 Ă BΩ,
α∇ ¨ u` β ¨ u “ g on ΓN “ BΩzΓ0.
We note that the Hpcurlq or Hpdivq convection-diffusion problem
usually arises from the magnetohydrodynamics (cf. [16]).
We introduce the space of vanishing trace on Γ0 as
V :“ tw P HΛkpΩq : Trw “ 0 on Γ0u,
equipped with the norm }w}2HΛ,Ω :“ }w}
2
0,Ω`}dw}
2
0,Ω. Then, the variational
formulation for (5.1) is: Find u P V such that
(5.5) apu, vq “ F pvq @v P V,
where
apu, vq :“ pαdu` i˚βu,dvq ` pγu, vq, F pvq :“ pf, vq ` xg,Tr vyΓN .
5.2. Exponential fitting for the flux. Let θpxq “ βpxq{αpxq, the bilinear
form ap¨, ¨q can be rewritten as
(5.6) apu, vq “ pαJθu,dvq ` pγu, vq,
where the flux Jθu :“ du ` i
˚
θu. We generalize the identity of Jθ in [27,
Lemma 3.1] as follows. Given a scalar function ψpxq, we have, by the Leibniz
rule, that
dpeψuq “ deψ ^ u` eψ ^ du “ eψp∇ψ ^ u` duq “ eψJ∇ψu,
which gives
(5.7) J∇ψu “ e
´ψdpeψuq.
In other words, the flux J∇ψ can be represented through the following dia-
gram.
C8ΛkpΩq C8Λk`1pΩq
d
C8ΛkpΩq C8Λk`1pΩq
J∇ψ
e´ψ eψ e´ψ eψ
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5.3. Defining numerical flux using quasi-polynomial spaces. The
way to define the numerical flux mimics the above diagram at discrete level.
In the first step, we use the polynomial differential form to approximate
the continuous one. We also denote the local canonical interpolation as
ΠkT : C
8ΛkpΩq Ñ PΛkpT q.
PΛkpT q PΛk`1pT q
d
PΛkpT q PΛk`1pT q
ΠkT e
ψ Πk`1T e
ψ
In the second step, we need to show that the operator ΠkT e
ψ : PΛkpT q Ñ
PΛkpT q is an isomorphism. It suffices to check that ΠkT e
ψ is an injection,
which is readily shown, respectively, for P “ P´r in Section 3 and P “ Pr in
Section 4. Hence, the inverse of ΠkT e
ψ on PΛkpT q (denoted by HkT ) exists.
Then, the numerical flux is defined by
(5.8) J∇ψ,T vh :“ H
k`1
T dΠ
k
T e
ψvh.
PΛkpT q PΛk`1pT q
d
PΛkpT q PΛk`1pT q
HkT Π
k
T e
ψ Hk`1T Π
k`1
T e
ψ
J∇ψ,T
For the general convection θpxq, we take a piecewise constant approx-
imation θ¯, namely, θ¯|T is a constant vector for every T P Th. Taking
ψpxq “ θ¯pxq ¨ x in (5.8), the bilinear form (5.6) has the approximation
(5.9)
ahpuh, vhq “
ÿ
TPTh
pαJθ¯,Tuh,dvhqT ` pi
˚
β´αθ¯uh,dvhqT
` pγuh, vhq ` shpuh, vhq.
where shp¨, ¨q is a proper stabilization term. In this paper, we simply take
shp¨, ¨q “ 0, which is acceptable for many cases. It is our future work to
design and analysis shp¨, ¨q for general α and β. When the diffusion coefficient
α is piecewise constant, we have θ¯ “ β¯{α and therefore β ´ αθ¯ “ β ´ β¯,
which corresponds to convection speed of the local perturbation of β. In
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particular, with the piecewise constant diffusion coefficient α and convection
speed β, the term i˚
β´αθ¯
uh vanishes. We emphasis that the first part in
(5.9), namely pαJθ¯,Tuh,dvhqT , can be discretized via simplex-averaged finite
element (SAFE) method [27]. The construction above gives a promising way
for deriving higher order SAFE schemes which can approximate accurately
in the convection dominating case for k-forms.
6. Numerical tests
In this section, we test the performance of the exponential fitting scheme
using polynomials of degree ď 2 for the scalar convection-diffusion equa-
tion (5.2). The following discrete de Rham sequence is applied:
(6.1) P2Λ
0 gradÝÝÝÑ P1Λ
1 curlÝÝÑ P0Λ
2,
where the 2D curl operator is defined by curl v “ pByv,´Bxvq
T .
Below we report two sets of numerical tests: one on the the convergence
order of the exponential fitting scheme and the other on the performance of
this scheme in the convection dominating case. In all tests, we take γ “ 0
in (5.2), i.e.,
(6.2) ´∇ ¨ pα∇u` βuq “ f.
The computational domain is the square Ω “ p0, 1q2, and we impose Dirich-
let boundary conditions on the boundary BΩ. We use uniform meshes with
varying mesh sizes for all numerical tests and consider piecewise constant
diffusion coefficients. In such case we have θ¯|T “ pβpxcq{αq|T on each ele-
ment T , where xc is the barycenter of T .
Finally, the implementation issues pertinent to the computation of the
numerical fluxes pαJθ¯,Tuh,∇vhqT in (5.9), which hinge on computing the
generalized Bernoulli functions are discussed in Appendix A. By computing
the corresponding limits we show that the resulting scheme is a special
upwind scheme for the limiting case of vanishing diffusion coefficient.
6.1. Convergence order test. In the first set of examples we consider a
scalar convection diffusion equation with exact solution
u “ ex´y sinpπxq cospπyq.
The constant diffusion coefficients range from 10 to 10´5 and the convection
speed is set to β “ p1, 2q or β “ p´y, xq. The right hand side f for each
example is computed using this data.
For the constant convection speed, we observe from Table 2 that, }u ´
uh}H1 “ Oph
2q and }u´ uh}L2 “ Oph
3q for diffusion dominating case (α “
10). For the convection dominated case (α “ 10´5), we observe a first-order
convergence in H1 norm and second-order convergence in L2 norm, which is
sub-optimal. The convergence orders change accordingly with the transition
from diffusion dominating case to convection dominating case. Moreover, for
a solution without boundary or internal layer, the convergence orders can be
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(a) α “ 10
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 7.696e-03 — 1.143e-01 —
8 9.676e-04 2.99 2.914e-02 1.97
16 1.218e-04 2.99 7.320e-03 1.99
32 1.531e-05 2.99 1.832e-03 2.00
64 1.945e-06 2.98 4.582e-04 2.00
(b) α “ 10´1
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 2.990e-02 — 6.537e-01 —
8 3.445e-03 3.12 1.710e-01 1.93
16 2.920e-04 3.56 2.935e-02 2.54
32 4.432e-05 2.72 4.309e-03 2.77
64 1.118e-05 1.99 6.839e-04 2.66
(c) α “ 10´3
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 5.733e-02 — 1.075e+00 —
8 1.435e-02 2.00 5.354e-01 1.01
16 3.449e-03 2.06 2.645e-01 1.02
32 8.206e-04 2.07 1.300e-01 1.02
64 1.910e-04 2.10 6.297e-02 1.05
(d) α “ 10´5
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 5.769e-02 — 1.079e+00 —
8 1.457e-02 1.99 5.390e-01 1.00
16 3.560e-03 2.03 2.679e-01 1.01
32 8.745e-04 2.03 1.335e-01 1.00
64 2.162e-04 2.02 6.664e-02 1.00
Table 2. The error, ǫh “ u´ uh, and convergence order
for β “ p1, 2q.
clearly observed for coarse meshes regardless of the magnitude of diffusion
coefficient. A similar result can be observed for the variable convection
speed; see Table 3.
(a) α “ 10
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 7.691e-03 — 1.142e-01 —
8 9.671e-04 2.99 2.913e-02 1.97
16 1.216e-04 2.99 7.320e-03 1.99
32 1.525e-05 3.00 1.832e-03 2.00
64 1.914e-06 2.99 4.582e-04 2.00
(b) α “ 10´1
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 8.037e-03 — 1.405e-01 —
8 1.171e-03 2.78 3.269e-02 2.10
16 2.590e-04 2.18 7.798e-03 2.07
32 6.358e-05 2.03 1.917e-03 2.02
64 1.584e-05 2.00 4.772e-04 2.01
(c) α “ 10´3
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 4.731e-02 — 9.355e-01 —
8 1.142e-02 2.05 5.796e-01 0.69
16 2.372e-03 2.27 2.743e-01 1.08
32 3.713e-04 2.68 1.012e-01 1.44
64 6.023e-05 2.62 3.556e-02 1.51
(d) α “ 10´5
1{h }ǫh}0 h
n |ǫh|1 h
n
4 4.880e-02 — 9.557e-01 —
8 1.197e-02 2.03 5.917e-01 0.69
16 2.757e-03 2.12 3.162e-01 0.90
32 6.593e-04 2.06 1.611e-01 0.97
64 1.661e-04 1.99 8.215e-02 0.97
Table 3. The error, ǫh “ u´ uh, and convergence order
for β “ p´y, xq.
6.2. Solutions with interior or boundary layers. We next test the
performance of the exponential fitting scheme for problems whose solutions
exhibit interior or boundary layers. We consider the equation (6.2) subject to
the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Again, we take β “ p1, 2q,
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f “ 1, and fix the mesh size h “ 2´6. In this set of examples, we vary the
diffusion coefficient as
Case 1: α “ 10´6, Case 2: α “
#
1 x ă 0.5,
10´3 x ą 0.5.
The numerical solutions are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. For the constant
diffusion coefficient case, the ratio h{α “ 15625, which is rather large com-
pared to the convection speed. It is clearly seen that there are no spurious
oscillations or smearing near the boundary layer (Case 1) or the internal
layer (Case 2). We remark that for high order exponential fitting schemes,
which are not necessarily monotone, stabilization terms may be needed in
the bilinear form, especially in case of general α and β.
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(a) Case 1: boundary layer
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Figure 1. Surface plots of the numerical solutions.
Appendix A. Implementation issues for the scalar convection
diffusion problems (5.2) with (6.1)
We now discuss the computation of the discrete flux in (5.9) including the
limiting case when the diffusion coefficient approaches zero.
A.1. Local basis functions of P2Λ
0 and P1Λ
1. Given T P Th with ver-
tices rq0, q1, q2s, the degrees of freedom (the set of unisolvent functionals)
corresponting to the P2Λ
0pT q Lagrange element are the function evalua-
tions at qi pi “ 1, 2, 3q and the integral averages on edges fij, where fij
represents the edge connecting two vertices qi and qj. The basis functions
dual this set of degrees of freedom are
(A.1) ϕi “ λip3λi ´ 2q, ϕij “ 6λiλj .
The space P1Λ
1, as a subspace of Hpcurlq, corresponds to the π
2
-rotation
of the well known BDM space. We introduce the tangential vectors tij “
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qj ´ qi and τij “
tij
|tij |
. The set of degrees of freedom determining a function
v P P1Λ
1pT q then is ż
fij
pv ¨ τijqp, @p P P1pfijq.
Taking a basis of P1pfijq as 3λi´2 and 3λj´2, the basis function associated
with the degrees of freedom on fij are given as
(A.2) ψ
p1q
ij “ 2λj∇λi, ψ
p2q
ij “ ´2λi∇λj.
We note that these basis functions satisfy ψ
p1q
ji “ ´ψ
p2q
ij , ψ
p2q
ji “ ´ψ
p1q
ij .
A.2. Local representation of the discrete flux. We now recall that
the definition of the discrete flux in (5.8) which, for the scalar convection-
diffusion problem, is αJθ¯,T “ αpΠ
1
T e
θ¯¨xq´1∇Π0T e
θ¯¨x. As we pointed out ear-
lier, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the piecewise constant diffusion
coefficient α, which implies that θ¯ “ β¯{α. Then, a straightforward calcula-
tion shows that
∇Π0T e
θ¯¨xϕi “ e
θ¯¨qi∇ϕi `
ÿ
j‰i
˜ż´
fij
λip3λi ´ 2qe
θ¯¨x
¸
∇ϕij
“ eθ¯¨qi
ÿ
j‰i
«
p´ψ
p1q
ij ` 2ψ
p2q
ij q ` 3
˜ż´
fij
λip3λi ´ 2qe
θ¯¨px´qiq
¸
pψ
p1q
ij ´ ψ
p2q
ij q
ff
“ eθ¯¨qi
ÿ
j‰i
”
p3V pθ¯ ¨ tijq ´ 1qψ
p1q
ij ` p3V pθ¯ ¨ tijq ` 2qψ
p2q
ij
ı
.
After mapping to the unit interval, we can compute the integrals to obtain
that
(A.3) V psq :“
ż 1
0
p1´ xqp1 ´ 3xqesx dx “ ´
2ses ´ 6es ` s2 ` 4s` 6
s3
.
Next, for the basis functions of P2Λ
0pT q associated with the edge average,
we have
∇Π0eθ¯¨xϕij “
ż´
fij
6λiλje
θ¯¨xds∇ϕij
“ 3eθ¯¨qi
˜ż´
fij
6λiλje
θ¯¨px´qiq
¸
pψ
p1q
ij ´ ψ
p2q
ij q
“ eθ¯¨qi
”
3Epθ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p1q
ij ´ 3Epθ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p2q
ij
ı
,
where
(A.4) Epsq :“
ż 1
0
6xp1´ xqesx dx “
6ses ´ 12es ` 6s` 12
s3
.
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For the 1-forms, we consider the exponential fitting corresponding to the
basis functions P1Λ
1pT q. We have,
Π1eθ¯¨x
«
ψ
p1q
ij
ψ
p2q
ij
ff
“
« ş´
fij
´2λjp3λi ´ 2qe
θ¯¨x
ş´
fij
´2λjp3λj ´ 2qe
θ¯¨xş´
fij
´2λip3λi ´ 2qe
θ¯¨x
ş´
fij
´2λip3λj ´ 2qe
θ¯¨x
ff«
ψ
p1q
ij
ψ
p2q
ij
ff
“ eθ¯¨qi
„
a11pθ¯ ¨ tijq a12pθ¯ ¨ tijq
a21pθ¯ ¨ tijq a22pθ¯ ¨ tijq
«
ψ
p1q
ij
ψ
p2q
ij
ff
:“ eθ¯¨qiApθ¯ ¨ tijq
«
ψ
p1q
ij
ψ
p2q
ij
ff
,
where Apsq is the matrix with entries defined by
(A.5)
a11psq :“
ż 1
0
´2xp1´ 3xqesx dx “
4s2es ´ 10ses ` 12es ´ 2s´ 12
s3
,
a12psq :“
ż 1
0
´2xp3x´ 2qesx dx “ ´
2s2es ´ 8ses ` 12es ´ 4s´ 12
s3
,
a21psq :“
ż 1
0
´2p1´ xqp1´ 3xqesx dx “
4ses ´ 12es ` 2s2 ` 8s ` 12
s3
,
a22psq :“
ż 1
0
´2p1´ xqp3x´ 2qesx dx “ ´
2ses ´ 12es ` 4s2 ` 10s ` 12
s3
.
Using the calculation above, and recalling that θ¯ “ β¯{α for the piecewise
constant diffusion coefficient, we arrive at the following representation of the
numerical flux
(A.6)
αJθ¯,Tϕi “
ÿ
j‰i
”
BαV,1pβ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p1q
ij `B
α
V,2pβ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p2q
ij
ı
,
αJθ¯,Tϕij “ B
α
E,1pβ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p1q
ij `B
α
E,2pβ¯ ¨ tijqψ
p2q
ij ,
where, the generalized Bernoulli functions are defined via V p¨q in (A.3), Ep¨q
in (A.4), and Ap¨q in (A.5) as follows
(A.7)
pBαV,1psq, B
α
V,2psqq :“ αp3V ps{αq ´ 1, 3V ps{αq ` 2q rAps{αqs
´1 ,
pBαE,1psq, B
α
E,2psqq :“ αp3Eps{αq,´3Eps{αqq rAps{αqs
´1 .
As a consequence, the formula for the discrete flux (A.6), provides the prac-
tical method for calculating the local stiffness matrix pαJθ¯,Tuh,∇vhqT .
A.3. Limiting case for vanising diffusion coefficient. When s{α is a
large quantity the some exponential functions in the definition of V p¨q, Ep¨q
and Ap¨q might be difficult to compute directly. We now provide formulae
which can be used in the limiting case. As a side result, these formulae give
the behaviour of the numerical scheme in case of vanishing diffusion. In
summary, we will compute the limits of generalized Bernoulli functions in
(A.7) as the diffusion coefficient approaches zero, and, in addition we shall
show the consistency of the bilinear form (5.9) to the one corresponding to
the pure diffusion case as the convection vanishes. Such calculations are
based on the following lemma, whose proof is elementary and omitted here.
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Lemma A.1. The generalized Bernoulli functions (A.7) have the properties:
(1) For a fixed α, it holds that
(A.8)
lim
sÑ0
pBαV,1psq, B
α
V,2psqq “ p´α, 2αq,
lim
sÑ0
pBαE,1psq, B
α
E,2psqq “ p3α,´3αq.
(2) For a fixed s, it holds that
(A.9)
lim
αÑ0`
pBαV,1psq, B
α
V,2psqq “
#
p0, sq s ą 0,
p3s
2
,´ s
2
q s ă 0.
lim
αÑ0`
pBαE,1psq, B
α
E,2psqq “
#
p0,´3sq s ą 0,
p´3s, 0q s ă 0.
The limits in Lemma A.1 lead to the following conclusions: Firstly, there
exists a stable implementation of the generalized Bernoulli functions by using
the limiting values for large s. Secondly, the discrete flux αJθ¯,T (A.6) and
the resulting exponentially fitted discretization are well defined when the
diffusion coefficient approaches zero.
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